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With the wide use of consumer electronics and the rapid development of online shopping, more and
more ad videos are developed for IDTV and mobile users. However, a huge amount of time spending on
the Internet advertising somehow brings users uncomfortable viewing experience rather than effectively
generates high consumption of advertised products. Therefore, it is urgent to ﬁnd a viewer-friendly and
advertiser-beneﬁcial solution to launch ads. This paper is the ﬁrst attempt to improve the effectiveness of
advertising through combining online shopping information with an ad video and directing viewers to
proper online shopping places. The proposed ActiveAd framework includes four main components.
Firstly, an ad video analysis component detects both syntactic and semantic elements from ad videos, e.g.
FMPIs (Frame Marked with Production Information), visual concepts, and textual keywords within the ad
videos. Our ad video analysis provides a comprehensive solution to extract meaningful elements from ad
videos. Secondly, a visual linking by search component is proposed to collect websites which contain
similar images as FMPIs. Features used for the visual search are weighted and fused in order to ensure the
uniformity of search results. Thirdly, different kinds of tags and product categories extracted from collected websites are aggregated in order to identify the representative text of the product. Finally, query
keywords are selected through calculating cosine similarity from two kinds of keywords, i.e. keywords
identiﬁed from tag aggregation and keywords obtained through ad video analysis (visual concept
detection and textual keyword detection). A query vector is generated by selected keywords and used to
retrieve product online. In this paper, a powerful cross-media contextual search including visual search,
tag aggregation and textual search is achieved with the help of ad video analysis. Experiments
demonstrate that our proposed ActiveAd achieves product recommendation effectively and efﬁciently.
& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Internet is dramatically changing the way people entertain.
More and more people prefer to watch programs and network
videos over personal computers, IDTV and mobile devices instead
of televisions. In addition, the Internet is changing the way we
shop. Because online shopping becomes very popular, people can
enjoy efﬁcient shopping outside shopping malls. These changes
bring high potential to develop the advertising industry on web.
Internet advertising, at $121 billion, accounts for nearly onequarter of global ad spending in 2014, and grows 15–20% per
year, according to the forecasts out from ZenithOptimedia, a
division of ad giant Publics.
Advertising can be regarded as a form of communication,
containing both factual information and persuasive messages,
whose purpose is to inform potential customers about products
n
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and services, and persuade them to consume. However, current
online advertising has two problems. Firstly, the increasing number of participants in the online advertising marketplace has
generated a large volume of data and hence necessitated research
on content analysis and semantic understanding. And more
importantly, it seeks the leadership to drive the advertising supported video business to a promising direction. On the other hand,
enormous money is spent on ad production to capture the audiences' attention. The vast expenditure has brought us a number of
high-quality ads with the latest technology, such as special editing
effects, the most popular personalities, and the best music. For
example, many video ads are produced so elaborately that they
can be considered as miniature movies, say 15–30 s. Unfortunately,
such creative arts design brings about the second problem, i.e.
making ad video representation and understanding fairly challenging. Although the cost of creating, producing and airing ads is
staggering, advertisers face a serious problem: most advertisements go unnoticed.
Therefore, it is urgent to ﬁnd a viewer-friendly and advertiserbeneﬁcial solution to launch ads. Interactive advertisement
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Fig. 1. The overall framework of ActiveAd. Ofﬂine part: data preparation (in the dotted line box). Online part: (1) ad video analysis; (2) visual search; (3) tag aggregation;
(4) textual search; (5) advertising information.

formats can complement the traditional commercial breaks and
increase the revenues. Personalisation is a promising technique to
reach the target audience precisely, therefore increase the return
of ad investment. In [1], the authors presented an architecture that
offers personalised commercials for IDTV, Internet, and mobile
devices. In [2], the similarity attraction effect between user and
ads personalities was explored. Recently, location-based real-time
advertising was considered as an efﬁcient way, especially for
mobile users [3]. On the other hand, advertising effects were
estimated and analysed [4,5]. The attention economics [6] was
primarily concerned with the problem of how to get users to
watch advertising. Such an economy is driving the marketplace
where consumers agree to receive services, e.g. multimedia content, in exchange for their attention. Service providers sell consumers attention in the form of time or space to advertisers. It was
clearly pointed out in [7] that, without considering the relationships and interactions between the inserted content (e.g. ad content) and the semantic meaning of source videos, the inserted
virtual content would bring negative effects on audience's video
viewing experience. Moreover, it is always a tedious job for users
to ﬁnd useful information from E-commerce websites over the
Internet. The motivation of this research is: to make ads to function as a sort of information medium, which could not only provide viewers valuable information about products or services that
they may desire, but also help viewers get promotion/discount of
the products and services.
Through linking ad videos with related products promoted on
websites, online ads recommendation in a cross-media manner is
becoming increasingly critical to assist the decision-making of
online shoppers. An active advertising, which signiﬁcantly affect
advertising effectiveness and user experience, should consider the
following issues:

 As a large amount of ad data from different media forms (video,



image and text) are widely distributed on the Internet, scattered
data should be semantic relevant and effectively associated in a
cross-media manner.
Since users could not search and ﬁnd out their preferred product information in an easy and friendly way due to the information overload on the Internet, automatic linking ad videos to
online products or services is useful to assist users on their
shopping decision making.

As we know, our work is the ﬁrst attempt to improve the
effectiveness of advertising through combining online shopping
information with an ad video and directing viewers to a proper

online shopping place. In order to provide such an active advertising solution, we are facing the following difﬁculties:

 Firstly, active advertising needs to understand ad content and





search for those online shopping information about the products in ad videos. The existing ad video analysis is still far from
satisfying the above requirement.
In order to ﬁnd online shopping information, using only text
search might not be enough, since the product name may not
exist in an ad video or the text existing in an ad video is not
appropriate to be used to search online.
Online product information exists in multiple modality context.
Searching in ad context with multiple-modalities and fusing
multiple modality searching results is certainly a critical
problem.

In this paper, we propose a new online video advertising
paradigm, called active-advertising (ActiveAd). With the help of
syntactic analysis and semantic understanding of ad videos, a
semantic linking between ad videos and online shopping information across E-commerce websites is built for product recommendation. As shown in Fig. 1, the main components of ActiveAd
are ad video analysis, visual search, tag aggregation and textual
search in a cross-media manner.
Firstly, ad video analysis is performed to detect syntactic elements, e.g. FMPIs (frame marked with production information),
product logos, and semantic elements including visual concepts,
textual keywords within ad videos. When a sufﬁcient amount of
elements are available, a wide range of information retrieval
approaches, such as vector space model and cosine similarity
measure, can be employed to identify the relevant ads, condense
the ads' information items and categorise them into different
categories. Secondly, FMPIs are clustered into different clusters. A
most representative FMPI is selected from each FMPI cluster and
used to ﬁnd similar images from Internet through a visual search.
Through image similarity matching, websites containing similar
images as FMPIs are obtained. Search results are further reﬁned
through a feature fusion. From those websites, product categories
(e.g. cell phone and/or Accessories) and product tags (e.g. Samsung
N7105 Galaxy Note 2 4G LTE 16GB White) can be extracted. Different weights are set to various features for visual search in order
to ensure the uniformity of extracted categories. Thirdly, a
domain-speciﬁc product concept hierarchy is built based on the
catalog and product items from the vertical E-commerce sites,
then a tag aggregation is performed to identify the best representative keywords for the product. At the same time, the tag
aggregation results can be used to reﬁne results of visual search.
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Finally, both keywords generated from ad video analysis (i.e. visual
concept detection and textual keyword detection from ad videos)
and keywords (product categories and tags) obtained through tag
aggregation are combined to form a query vector. This query
vector is used to retrieve relevant products. Those returned product items with high similarity values are accepted as the ad links.
Through the proposed linking, viewers are offered opportunities to not only watch much information about a particular
product/service but also access related communities for product/
service reviews. These information can help viewers learn more
about related products/services, and consequently easily make
their decision on consuming related products/services. By this
way, products/services in ads can be effectively and efﬁciently
recommended to viewers.
To establish ad links, a web crawler is executed at the central
media servers or a set-top box to harvest product/service related
information from the Internet, such as product or logo images,
brand names, prices, and sales info. A web crawler is developed to
autonomously gather information from web pages. Many websites,
in particular search engines, use a web crawler as a means for
providing up-to-date data. In the ofﬂine phrase, the prototype uses
a customised crawler to collect images and tags from popular Ecommerce websites like eBay, Amazon, etc. Besides ofﬂine data
preparation, the remaining modules of ad video analysis, visual
search, tag aggregation, and textual search work online in a progressive manner.
In regarding to the difﬁculties discussed above, our unique
contributions are summarised as follows.

 We integrate our existing ad video analysis methods and pro-





pose a generic solution for ad video analysis. With the proposed
solution, syntactic elements (e.g. FMPI images and visual logos)
and semantic elements (e.g. visual concepts and textual keywords) are treated differently and accurately detected from ad
videos. These elements are signiﬁcantly used for linking ad
video to online shopping information.
Due to limitations of text search, the visual search supported by
syntactic and semantic analyses is applied based on similarity
measurement between key frames extracted from ad videos and
the images located on product related web pages. We perform a
Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbour (NN) based image search. Features used for visual search are weighted and fused in order to
ensure the uniformity of search results.
A cross-media contextual search, including visual search, tag
aggregation and textual search, is proposed to build up a uniﬁed
framework of linking ad videos with online shopping information. Through these links, users can easily ﬁnd their interested
product information across E-commerce websites. With the
proposed framework, our ActiveAd achieves product recommendation effectively and efﬁciently.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews
the related research. Section 3 introduces the syntactic elements
and semantic elements for ad video analysis. Section 4 details
visual linking by visual search, followed by tag aggregation in
Section 5. Section 6 introduces textural search. Experimental
results are presented in Section 7. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section 8.

2. Related work
Related work are categorised into two aspects: ad video analysis and analysis on multimedia advertising.

2.1. Ad video analysis
Existing work on ad video analysis mainly focused on ad
detection, ad retrieval, and ad categorisation. Ad detection and
retrieval can be regarded as a syntactic analysis which relies on
video syntactic structure. The categorisation task requires a
semantic analysis that understands ad content.
2.1.1. Ad detection
Ad detection aims to locate and skip ads in video streams for
browsing video programs effectively. Existing approaches on ad
detection can be classiﬁed into three categories: rules-based [8–
10], logo-based [11,12], and learning-based approaches [13,14].
Rule-based approaches apply heuristic rules to low-level features
to distinguish ads from general programs, such as blank frames,
scene breaks, action, and so on. Sadlier et al. [15] extracted lowlevel features in compressed domain. Logo-based methods identify
ads by the presence or absence of station logos. Learning-based
methods attempt to train a binary ad classiﬁer based on low-level
audiovisual and textual features. The detection of individual ad
within an ad break was addressed in [13]. Learning-based detection approaches are usually generic and scalable. An acoustic-only
system [16] was presented to perform both the detection and
clustering of ads. In their work, ad was ﬁrstly detected and reﬁned.
Then, ad clustering was performed over all previously detected ads
to ﬁnd out the frequency of each ad. In additional to ad segments
detection in video streams, embedded ad logos or images were
also detected. Watve et al. [17] applied a combination of local and
global features for detecting individual billboard by template
matching on the sides of a soccer ﬁeld. Audio features were also
considered for TV ad detection [18].
2.1.2. Ad retrieval
Ad retrieval is to monitor a particular ad from TV streams or
video databases. Existing ad retrieval approaches can be categorised into two categories: frame-based [19,20] and clip-based
[21–23]. Duygulu et al. [19] extracted visual features from key
frames and the visual similarity was computed to detect repeated
ads. Sánchez et al. [20] used Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
to select visual features extracted from key frames for ad recognition. In contrast, the clip-based methods attempt to capture
unique spatial–temporal features from a sequence of frames. Wang
et al. [21] combined ordinal pattern histograms and cumulative
colour distribution histograms to capture the spatial–temporal
pattern of ad videos. Gauch et al. [22] applied colour moments to
measure shot-level similarities of ad videos to identify new ads.
With colour moment vectors, the hashing technique was applied
to detect duplicate ads in [23]. Covell et al. [10] presented a threestage approach to efﬁciently localise repeated ads by the combination of visual and audio features, which allowed ads to be
removed and replaced with new ads in redistributed television
material. A new scientiﬁc sub-discipline, i.e. computational
advertising, strived to make online advertising relevant to the
users' information needs [24].
2.1.3. Ad categorisation
Ad categorisation is to classify ad videos into one of predeﬁned
classes. In [25], Colombo et al. proposed an approach to semiotic
analysis of ad videos. They utilised heuristic rules to associate a set
of perceptual features with four major commercial production
types, i.e. practical, playful, utopic, and critical. Duan et al. [13]
proposed to classify ad videos by advertised products or services.
The ad video classiﬁcation can be transformed into a text categorisation problem. The assumption is that ASR/OCR can deliver
informative texts about advertised goods. Unfortunately, this
method is greatly inﬂuenced by fragile ASR/OCR techniques. Wang
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et al. [26] presented a multi-modal approach to ads classiﬁcation
through projecting ad categories in the latent semantics space. The
visual concepts and textual concepts were fused with co-training
for ad video categorisation. Most recently, a multi-label annotation
approach was proposed specially for advertising videos [27].
2.2. Multimedia advertising
Based on the application scenarios, we review the related work
for analysing Internet advertising, television advertising, and
mobile advertising respectively.
2.2.1. Internet advertising
Advances in Internet advertising techniques fall into the
developments of ad formats and ad targeting. Compared with
standard text and display formats, rich media ad format has the
potentials to clearly and vividly communicate an advertising
message via high interactivity, expansion, and more. Moreover,
interactivity can offer markers opportunities in creating customercentric brand experience [28].
Search marketing from major web search engines such as
Google, Yahoo, and Microsoft have established a successful paradigm of placing ads based on dominant keywords or phrases.
Extensive research efforts in the ﬁeld of information retrieval have
been made to match the content of a Web page against a dataset of
ads to ﬁnd out relevant text or display ads based on contextual
analysis by syntactic or semantic clues found in texts. For example,
Yih et al. [29] proposed a system that learned how to extract
keywords from web pages for ad targeting. Jin et al. [30] presented
a sensitive content (e.g. adult, accident) classiﬁcation approach to
detect whether a publisher webpage was appropriate for displaying ads on it. Broder et al. [17] developed a hierarchical taxonomy of around 6000 nodes primarily built for classifying commercial interest queries to classify web pages and ads into a taxonomy of topics.
Since consumers are spending many time watching images and
videos on the Web, targeting ads based on the context of online
images and videos have attracted growing marketing and research
interests. Mei et al. [31] proposed to locate non-intrusive areas
within an image to place a logo or a graphic of an ad, and rank the
ads according to textual relevance among ad descriptions, global
textual contents of the Web page and local surrounding text. Li
et al. [32] proposed to utilise idle time and display area, owing to
large image size and limited network bandwidth (or progressive
downloading), for non-intrusively embedding ads into images. The
relevance between ads and images can be measured based on
user-generated tags or image annotation. However, contextual
advertising solutions from area leaders, such as Google AdSense
and BritePic (britepic.com), rely heavily on text-based models,
rather than on an automated method that quickly indexes, ﬁlers,
and classiﬁes images and videos to place targeted ads alongside
rich media. Visual content was basically used to locate the less
intrusive regions for placing ads [33,34]. Mei et al. [31] tried to
detect a set of suitable video ad insertion points by locating the
positions with higher content discontinuity and lower attractiveness within an online video.
Researchers attempted to associate relevant ads by matching
characteristic images, e.g. logos [35], or detecting high-level
semantic concepts [36,37]. For example, “car” in a road scene is
clearly related to car ads. A cell-phone video ad can be triggered
when the user's mouse moves on the “phone” in a video scene.
These advertising systems heavily rely on the success of text
recognition and matching, since automatic image and video
annotation has proved to be a very challenging research problem
[38]. Most existing approaches attempt to learn models from a
small-scale training set. It might be difﬁcult to directly apply those
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models to large-scale web images. An alternative approach is to
impose domain knowledge (e.g. speciﬁc video structure in a certain video domain) on visual content analysis [39,40,33] to ensure
contextual relevance when searching for an appropriate locations
to insert advertisements. For example, Wan et al. [41] used domain
features to compute viewer relevance in soccer and tennis videos,
where less intrusive regions, such as de-focused background areas,
in a close-up shot are segmented for advertising content placement in sports highlights.
2.2.2. Television advertising
As Internet marketing brings great revenue success by advertising targeting technologies, there are signiﬁcant pressures on
traditional TV ads via both linear broadcast and on-demand cable
networks. Traditional television advertising is shifting to more
targeted solutions using the statistics on TV viewing behaviour
and demographics. The Nielsen ratings system provides over 40%
of the world's TV viewing behaviour. With two types of electronic
meters, i.e. Set Meters and People Meters, Nielsen TV research
capture which channel is being tuned, as well as who is watching.
The viewing information provides a basis for program scheduling
and advertising decisions for television stations, cable systems,
and advertisers. To mimic Internet advertising, the providers of
addressable advertising and interactive television solutions, such
as Navic Networks [42] and Dish Network [43], were redoubling
their efforts to target ads to selected groups of consumers. For
example, Navic Networks aggregates viewer data from multiple
satellite and cable TV systems, as well as geographic and demographic data, in order to determine which ads to serve. With a
digital set-top box (STB), Dish Network provides targeting advertising solutions according to speciﬁc household viewer geographic
and demographic and other viewer metrics like income.
2.2.3. Mobile advertising
Following the advent of large-scale wireless infrastructure
three decades ago, mobile phones have become the fastest growing technology in history and represent one of the largest known
consumer markets. Strategy analytics projects expenditure to
boom 900% over the next 3 years. Western Digital [44] speciﬁed
that image ads should be stored on a mobile and shown when
browsing websites. SanDisk [45] proposed to store ads on a SIM
card and be selected by the phone for various activities. Penev
et al. [46] proposed a framework for mobile advertising covering
Value-Added Services (VAS) where an ad-database is maintained
on the device. The selection and display are dictated by the devices. Advertising would become an effective way for heterogeneous
mobile content to lower the prices of VAS, but the requirement for
ads will be timeliness, relevance, localisation, and personalisation.
In [47], the authors proposed an application architecture that uses
smartphones and cloud computing to distribute real-time advertisement information to clients by matching their location, preferences and price range with available products. Recently, Third
party advertising networks put much efforts to utilise targeted
advertising strategies to make Internet advertising proﬁtable [48].
Mobile advertising was also considered for usage in a vehicular
networks [49].

3. Ad video analysis
An ad video, which has no compact video structure, is more like
a movie than a news video in terms of creativity, design and
production. Although there are different creative design styles for
ads, they have many common elements/properties, such as logos/
brands, FMPI images [13] and advertising spokespersons. In this
paper, we categorise these elements into two categories, i.e.
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syntactic elements and semantic elements, detect these elements
through a generic ad video analysis solution, and apply them to
identify products/services promoted in ad videos. This comprehensive solution for ad video analysis can accurately detect ad
elements, understand ad content and supports ad video searching.

 Syntactic elements refer to those ad elements existing in ad



videos and directly conveys product information. Syntactic
elements include frame based elements, e.g. FMPI images, visual
logos and video text, and shot based elements, e.g. FMPI shot
and ASCI (Audio scene Change Indicator) [13].
Semantic elements are usually high-level concepts and related
to viewer understanding of video content. Semantic elements
include visual concepts, textual keywords, ad categories and so
on.

In order to efﬁciently ﬁlter, rank, index and retrieve ad videos,
we need to analyse ad video and extract both syntactic and
semantic elements from ad videos.
3.1. Syntactic elements
An FMPI image can be regarded as a documentation containing
graphics (e.g. corporate symbols, logos), images (e.g. products,
setting and props), and texts (e.g. brand names, headlines or
captions and contact information). In an FMPI, visual cues are
presented basically in three ways: texts, graphics, and a live footage describing things or people. Fig. 2 shows some examples of
FMPI images. The text in an FMPI usually indicate brand name,
store name, address, telephone number, price and so on. Most
likely, FMPI images are used to catch viewers' attention and
highlight the advertised products, service, or ideas. In our study, as
the layout of graphics, images and text is signiﬁcant for distinguishing an FMPI frame, an image is partitioned into sub-regions
for feature extraction with spatial constraints imposition. Based on
colour histograms, dominant colours are used to approximate
colour distributions. Gabor ﬁlters are used to capture rich texture.
Canny edge operator is used to detect stand-alone edges, as
opposed to texture. As a result, a 141-d visual feature consisting of
128-d local features and 13-d global ones is constructed [13,50].
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are used to train a FMPI image
recogniser. FMPI images have been further applied to detect
individual ad boundaries in [13,50]. FMPI images provide uniform

and clear patterns which are different amongst various ads, so
they can be utilised for ad video search [21].
Visual logos are important indicators for video ads. It mainly
depicts the core essence of a business in the form of unique
symbol. We use the logo dataset [26] collected from the public
websites including such items as ad categories, brand names and
logo images. The logos are detected by applying the local feature
based logo detector in [26] to keyframes in ad videos. Video texts
in ad video is a very compact and accurate clue for content
understanding. The video texts may include brand names, store
names, addresses, telephone numbers, and prices. In order to
efﬁciently and robustly detect text, we utilise two main modules to
discover text regions [26] in video frames. The ﬁrst one consists of
a stroke based binarisation and a coarse-to-ﬁne text extraction.
This module is designed to detect text regions and then generate a
clean binary mask with very few false alarms and noises. The other
module aims at reﬁning the results by fusing the temporal information with multi-frame text enhancement and text string
combination.
To use multiple views for image search, canonical images are
selected from FMPI shots to represent a variety of viewpoints and
graphic overlay. The gist representation [51] is employed to compute the global features of each frame. K-means clustering is run
on the gist descriptors from all the FMPI frames. If there are more
than one frames falling into the same cluster, only one frame
belonging to that cluster is selected to be the canonical ad image.
3.2. Semantic elements
For semantic elements, we extract visual concepts and textual
keywords. Semantic concept modelling has been considered as an
intermediate stage of importance in multimedia indexing and
retrieval. Statistics shows that visual concept frequency is potentially useful to reﬂect the ad categories by products or services
[13,26]. For example, healthcare ads tend to present more nature
scenes, while automobile ads present more road scenes and cars.
As described in [52], there are mainly two types of ad related
visual concepts: product (object concept) and its context information (context concept) , such as person using the product or
general scenes when using the product. In this paper, we apply the
same concepts as in [52] detailed as follows.

Fig. 2. Examples of FMPI images in ad videos.
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 Object concepts: beer-bottle, camera, car, driver, cell-phone,


fragrance-bottle, printer, ofﬁce, shampoo-bottle, shaver, toothpaste-tube, teeth and wristwatch.
Context concepts: person-drinking-bear, person-taking-a-photo,
person-using-a-phone, female-face-closeup, female-hair-closeup, male-hair-closeup, wrist-with watch.

Once the video keyframe extraction is performed, we employ the
per-sample multiple kernel learning (PS-MKL) method [53] to
detect the object concepts and context concepts. PS-MKL learns a
sample-wise multiple kernel combination for different training
samples rather than for each concept uniformly. Different from
most sample-based methods, the sample-wise kernel combination
works on the sparse samples consisting of a classiﬁer's support
vectors. In learning phases, the sample-wise kernel combination
and the associated kernel-based classiﬁers are jointly optimised
through solving a Max–Min problem. Extensive experiments show
that PS-MKL has achieved encouraging results over Caltech101,
WikipediaMM and Pascal VOC'07. For the shopping information
crawled from the E-commerce sites, the domain-speciﬁc product
concept hierarchy is built [52] based on the catalog and product
items. We detect the textual information in each keyframe with a
coarse to ﬁne approach [26], and extract the textual keywords by
projecting into the concept space.

4. Visual linking by visual search
Recently, visual search and retrieval has been a crowded
research area [54,55]. Through a visual search, online shopping
information are gathered from those websites containing online
images similar as FMPI images. With local and global features
extracted from the FMPI images, a Naïve Bayes Nearest-Neighbour
(NBNN) classiﬁer is employed to perform an “image to image-set”
search in order to obtain a set of visually similar images.
4.1. Visual feature extraction
Both local and global image features are used to measure the
similarity among images.
Local features include SURF [56], shape-context [57] and
geometric-blur [58]. A 4  4 region is used to extract 64  d SURF
features for 100 selected key points. From canny edges, 100 key
points are randomly sampled to extract shape-context features
with the quantisation of 12 equally spaced angle bins and
6 equally spaced log-radius bins. Similarly, 300 key points in canny
edges are randomly sampled to extract geometric-blur features,
each point being described by a ð51  4Þ  d feature vector involving 4 orientation and 51 locations.
Global features include colour histogram and grid Gabor texture. Colour space transformation from RGB to HSV is applied, with
the quantisation of 18 hue bins, 3 saturation bins, and 3 value bins.
P
After partitioning an image into 3  4 sub-images,
Gabor features with ﬁve scales and four orientations are extracted for each
sub-image.
4.2. Nearest-neighbour base visual search
Nearest-Neighbour is employed to perform visual search in a
non-parametric manner, as NN requires no training time. Boiman
et al. [59] argued that two practices of descriptor quantisation and
image-to-image distance actually led to signiﬁcant degradation in
the performance of nonparametric image classiﬁers, and NN distances could achieve leading performance by computing direct
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image-to-class distances without descriptor quantisation in the
space of local image descriptors.
For data of each product item crawled from E-commerce sites,
there always exists an image set which describes product's
appearance or characteristics. We use a Naïve Bayes NearestNeighbour (NBNN) classiﬁer to perform a “image to image-set”
search according to visual similarity. Given an ad video V with a
representative canonical FMPI image Q , our goal is to ﬁnd the
optimal product image set C whose elements match Q :
C^ ¼ argmax PðC j Q Þ ¼ argmaxC

n X
X

f ðpi ; pj Þ

ð1Þ

i ¼ 1 j A IK

where p1 ; …; pn denotes the set of stable local features in representative ad image Q of ad video V. pi is a local key point in Q . For
global feature, we take n ¼ 1 to transform it into local feature. And,
f ðpi ; pj Þ measures the similarity between feature point pi in Q and
feature point pj in a product image I K from the dataset C, and
(
1; pj A NN c ðpi ; rÞ
f ðpi ; pj Þ ¼
ð2Þ
0; else
where NN c ðpi ; rÞ is the set of descriptors in each image from C,
falling into the neighbourhood of di with radius r (r is currently set
to 30 nearest neighbours).
In order to reduce the computation cost of similarity search in a
high-dimensional data space, Spectral Hashing (SH) [60] is
employed to index a huge dataset of web images with feature
descriptors from Web images. SH is a promising technique to seek
compact binary codes of data points for similarity search which
can alleviate computational cost in high-dimensional spaces efﬁciently. For over 1,877,891 SURF points, spectral hashing takes only
42 ms to query one point on a standard PC with CPU 2.33G Hz and
1.0G RAM.
4.3. Search results reﬁnement with feature fusion
To boost the search performance, the weights of different features are dynamically adjusted for NBNN based visual search. We
suppose that the more conﬁdent a feature descriptor is, the more
uniformity of the categories Tag C becomes. Here, C is a set of
similar images returned. Entropy Et is used to measure the category uniformity of returned images when using descriptor t:
Et ¼

X
Cat C



j C cat;j j j C cat;j j
ln
j Cj
j Cj

ð3Þ

where j C j is the number of returned images in C, and Cat C is the
number of images with the jth tag category. Consequently, Et is
used to improve the NBNN decision rule by ranking
XX 1
NN c ðdi;t ; rÞ
ð4Þ
Et
t
i
where di;t denotes the ith descriptor with type information t in a
query image.
When images are crawled from websites, product images are
stored under certain categories. For example, the product of
‘Samsung Galaxy S III 4G Android Phone White 16GB' belongs to
category ‘Cell Phones & Accessories' which is under upper-level
category ‘Electronics & Computer'. These categories are very useful
to understand the product functionality. After obtaining the
similar image-set, product related categories are extracted from
the website containing selected image-set.
The visual search can be regarded as a query expansion, since
we can obtain product categories from websites and extract keywords from these categories to interpret the video content from
the search results. Once we obtain these categories, the keywords
are extracted from these categories using traditional tf  idf (term
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frequency-inverse document frequency) rule after wiping out stop
words and extracting the word stems. These keywords could be
further used as candidates for further processing.

5. Tag aggregation in product topic space

 Identiﬁcation tags: an identiﬁcation tag tells the name or brand

Textual source is becoming an important channel in modelling
media semantics, such as scene classiﬁcation. In general, textual
sources include the scripts of OCR or ASR, closed caption, and webcasting text. The textual keywords extracted from these sources
play a vital role in parsing the essential information of products/
services in video ads. Many researchers [61–63] adopted the
publicly available ontology provided by Open Directory Project
(ODP) [64] for online advertisement parsing. The ODP involves
deﬁning keywords/meanings of concept and their relationships
(the taxonomy structure). However, some keywords are not
representative and cannot clearly describe/differentiate the concepts. Therefore, these keywords cannot be directly used in our
study to label main concepts in ad videos. A domain-speciﬁc
product concept hierarchy based on the product catalog and product items from the vertical E-commerce sites is derived in our
previous study [52]. This concept hierarchy not only includes
every concept but also represents the relationships among these
concepts. In this study, in order to establish links between video
ads and online products, we take the advantage of the contextual
information of product tags and product categories extracted from
visual search returned websites.
In the ad domain, the concepts are related to each other and
organised hierarchically according to their inclusion relations. A
concept is described not only by itself, but also by its sub-concepts.
A concept c, whose immediate subcategories are di A Sc , has its
direct meaning M D ðcÞ and complete meaning M C ðcÞ. We can obtain
the following equation:
M C ðcÞ ¼ M D ðcÞ [ fM C ðdi Þ∣di A Sc g

f c ðtÞ ¼
P c ðtÞ ¼

f c ðtÞ
P c ðtÞ

Dðc;tÞ
Dc
1

N
þ1
log
N t  Nðc;tÞ þ 1






of a product, e.g. “Unlocked AT&T T-Mobile 3.0 Touch Screen
GSM Quad Band”(a mobile phone), “FUJI FinePix S1000 10MP
DIGITAL CAMERAþ” (a digital camera).
Attribute tags: attribute tags describe the features or technical
details of a product , e.g. “Output Type: Colour; Print Speed
(PPM) :30–39 ppm” (a printer), “Rich waterproof leather upper
with soft microﬁbre lining” (a women shoes).
Other tags: other tags include price, discount, date and other
information.

Through a visual search, we have discovered those websites
containing the product promoted in a certain ad video. Empirical
observation reveals that tags of an online product tend to form
some semantic meaningful clusters. If an aggregation of identiﬁcation tags can be obtained from those clusters, the results of
visual similar images can be re-ranked by their names and brands.
In practice, the top clusters of tags are applied to re-rank the
websites with similar images as FMPI.
Algorithm 1. Tag aggregation procedure.
For the surround tags T returned from visual search:
1. Compute similarity matrix: Ai;j ¼ SIMðt i ; t j Þ, where SIMð; Þ is
the cosine similarity and t i ; t j A T;
P
2. Compute Laplacian matrix: L ¼ S  1=2 AS1=2 , where Sii ¼ j Ai;j ,
and Sii ¼ 0, when ia j;
3. Compute top k eigenvectors V A Rnk ;
4. Cluster V with K-lines [65].

ð5Þ

Therefore, we construct the concept hierarchy in a bottom-up
way. Directly extracted phrases are ﬁrstly gathered for the leaf
nodes, which are accumulated and contributed to their ancestors.
Then, we rank the phrases in order to ﬁnd the most relevant ones
for each concept.
Next, we need to consider how to associate concepts with
appropriate phrases. If a phrase is commonly used within the
concept and seldom used by other concepts, we consider it as a
good one. The similarity between the concept c and the phrase t is
measured by
Simðc; tÞ ¼

Besides product category mentioned in Section 4.3, there exist
other texts (e.g. tags) on the product related webpages. In our
study, the tags of a product on E-commerce web sites can be
classiﬁed into three major categories, i.e. identiﬁcation tags,
attribute tags and others.

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

In Eq. (7), Dðc;tÞ denotes the product set within the concept c,
where phrase t occurs and Dc denotes the entire products in c. In
Eq. (8), N t means the number of concepts that include phrase t and
N ðc;tÞ means the number of sub-concepts of c that contains t. N is
the total number of concepts. As a variation of term tf  idf strategy, the numerator of Eq. (6) represents the phrase frequency in
the document collection associated with the product concept
while the denominator indicates whether the phrase is widely
used in the whole hierarchy.

For each result image of visual search, we can obtain the product tags, identiﬁcation tags, attribute tags and others. After
stopping word removal and porter stemming, there exist about
20–40 words per result image. Then, we project the tags into
vector space by matching with the leaf topics which are represented as a vector of concept distributions. For example, given a
tag vector i, which is used to search in our product concept space
and to score the retrieved concepts by their cosine similarities. We
use the concept distribution vector t i , whose non-zero elements
are normalised similarity scores, for tag aggregation. The whole
tag aggregation approach is given in Algorithm 1. The K-line
algorithm [65] is employed to cluster tags, where the tag elements in each cluster are approximated by a line instead of a
spherical for reinforcing the block structure of the afﬁnity matrix.
The advantages over the commonly applied K-means can be found
in [65]. The whole procedure is shown in Algorithm 1. In our
implementation, k was set to 15 for K-line clustering. With the
help of tag aggregation, images of the visual search results are
further reﬁned. The resulting clusters are assumed to contain all
meaningful keywords. For example, a speciﬁc tag aggregation
result for a car ad video is shown in Fig. 3. We can see that there
exist some small clusters like digital cameras. But we can easily get
the right tags since the class “car” has most items and they are
very near to each other. That is to say, in the next process of textual
search, tags of these car images will provide us the keywords.
Fig. 4 gives another example for a wristwatch ad video. From these
two ﬁgures, you can also ﬁnd that our proposed tag aggregation is
effective and efﬁcient.
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6. Textual search
The majority of product search engines (like Google Product
Search and Bing shopping) beneﬁts from the contextual tags of
product images. In a similar way, ﬁnding advertising tags on web
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pages containing product images can be executed to make more
targeted ads links. From Fig. 1, we can see that there are two kinds
of keywords in the phase of textual search: keywords from the
results of tag aggregation and keywords through visual concept
detection. The former is selected by ranking the similarity score as
Scorei;j ¼ TF i;j  log

N
DF i

ð9Þ

where TF i;j is the number of occurrence of term i in the tags of product
image j, DF i is the number of product images with term i, and N
represents the number of terms in the tags of entire product image
collection. Five top-ranked words are selected as the key phrases in
the prototype. The other keywords are gained by detecting visual
concepts including the object and context ones as stated above. Based
on the cosine similarity, the keywords are formed as a query vector to
retrieve relevant products, using the identiﬁcation tags of the online
product database. We set empirical weighting parameters for the
concept keywords according to their detection precision. Finally, those
returned product items with higher similarity values are accepted to
serve as the ads links.

7. Experiments

Fig. 3. A tag aggregation example for “car” images.

Our product database was collected from the two e-commerce
sites: eBay and Amazon, which contained 18 types of products and
more than 200,000 product images with corresponding tags (such as
name, description, price and shop place). There were 500 ad videos
crawled from Internet. These ad videos covered ten categories of
products: Car, Cellphone, Chocolate, Coffee, Digital camera, Electric
shaver, MP3, Printer, Shampoo, Television, Women Fragrance, Women
shoes and Wristwatch, since these categories are very popular online
products (they are also included in our product database crawled from
eBay and Amazon). The product concept hierarchy was built based on
the whole eBay sites includes more than 4000 concepts. In our
experiments, the retrieval performances were measured by widely
used mean average precision (MAP). The MAP score was calculated as
follows:
MAP ¼

ni
jQj
1 X1 X
precisionðRik Þ
j Q j i ¼ 1 ni k ¼ 1

ð10Þ

where qi A Q is a query, ni is the number of images relevant to qi in the
product dataset. Suppose the relevant images are ordered as f
r 1 ; r 2 ; …; r ni g; Rik is the set of ranked retrieval results from the top
result to image r k . For each query image, the ground truth of top 100
were manually annotated and checked by several persons.
7.1. Experiment results on visual search

Fig. 4. A tag aggregation example for “wristwatch” images.

For visual search, the results using individual features were compared with results of using the proposed fusion strategy as shown in
Fig. 5. MAP was improved by the fusion stage in 10 classes out of 13
classes of ad videos. There are several factors that may affect the
performance of visual search. Firstly, good image quality of FMPI

Fig. 5. Results of visual search, over 13 popular TV ad categories, with single visual features as well as fusion strategy. MAP was utilised to evaluate the retrieval performance
based on the top 100 results from the returned product images.
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Fig. 6. MAP comparison among different numbers of Nearest Neighbours.

Fig. 7. Results of the progressive search with top 50 results, with the intermediate ones after executing each distinct stage. Different MAP were reﬂected over 13 ad categories.

frames is crucial. If the query FMPI frame is seriously blurred, search
results cannot be satisfactory. Secondly, the size and texture of product
images from Internet are inﬂuential. Texture rich images with large
size usually help generate stable feature points that allow local
descriptor based search to work well. Thirdly, the visual characteristics
of product appearance are important. When a class of products (e.g.
cell phone, chocolate) are characterised by chief brands and uniform
shape, visual search tends to achieve good performance. Search results
of coffee and electric shaver are not very satisfactory since they have a
large variability in shape or appearance of products or packages. On
average, as shown in Fig. 5, visual search yielded MAP ranging from
0.16 to 0.46.
For NBNN based visual search, the neighbourhood radius of
feature points is an important parameter in practice. We compared
the performances by using different numbers of neighbour points,
i.e. NN ¼ 1; 10; 20; 30; 40; 50; 100, and the NN radius was set to 30
experimentally for a satisfactory visual search. From Fig. 6, we can
see that MAP does not always increase as the number of neighbours grows up in visual search. The reason may be that increasing
number of neighbours would embrace much noise into our results.
In our experiments, NN ¼ 50 provided the best result.
7.2. Experiment results on tag aggregation and textual search
As shown in Fig. 7, we compared the linking performances when
progressive search underwent distinct but correlated stages with the
top 50 results respectively. Tag aggregation was executed to select the
top 10 from 15 clusters. The images from visual search were re-ranked
in the descending order according to the size of a tag cluster. For those
product images with tags belonging to the same cluster, their original
relative orders from visual search were kept. By extracting the tags as
annotation keywords from high-ranked clusters and detecting concept
keywords using classiﬁers, the textual search was executed using the
combination of the two kinds of keywords. Overall, the MAP values in
three stages were 0.26 (visual search), 0.28 (tag aggregation), and 0.53
(textual search using tags and concepts) respectively.
If only considering tags for textual search, among 13 classes, 10
classes gained improvements in MAP by the progressive search.

Overall, the MAP values of all 13 classes for three stages were 0.26,
0.28 and 0.4, respectively, based on the top 50 returned results.
However, with tag aggregation, the search results of television and
wristwatch were still not good, while textual search unfortunately
degraded the performance of visual search. The reasons may be
twofold. First, visual search is the kick-off engine of the subsequent tag
aggregation and textual search. When initial results of visual search
are very unsatisfactory, the progressive search cannot obtain desirable
or positive MAP. On the other hand, the real coherency of ad tags will,
of course, have inﬂuence over tag aggregation and textual search.
Given an ad category, if the tags produce a set of typical and common
words such as “t-mobile” and “Nokia” for Cell Phone, textual search is
promising to improve MAP. That may be one of the reasons that cell
phone, MP3, shampoo and digital camera have achieved signiﬁcant
MAP improvements by textual search. The visual concepts provide an
effective complement for tags from tag aggregation, since they could
directly respond the semantic information from the content of ad
videos. From Fig. 7, we can see that textual search using all keywords
mostly performs better than one kind of keywords, and the MAP
values are 0.4 (textual search using tags), 0.46 (textual search using
concepts) and 0.53 (textual search using tags and concepts) respectively. Through the combination of the tags and visual concepts, the
semantic link from ad videos to shopping information becomes more
accurate and reliable.
To further analyse the reliability of visual search, we rearranged the
search results by dividing the AP range (from 0 to 1) of visual search
into a series of intervals as shown in Fig. 8. Within each interval, we
computed three types of MAP, namely, visual search, the associated tag
aggregation and textual search with tags, based on the queries whose
visual search AP belongs to this interval. It is found that when visual
search AP is over 0.3, progressive search is able to consistently obtain
MAP improvements after the phases of tag aggregation and textual
search. On the other hand, in the case of unsatisfactory AP, say less
than 0.1, progressive search actually degrades MAP.
7.3. Experiment results on user evaluations
In order to further prove the effectiveness of our proposed ActiveAd framework, 20 users (8 female and 12 male) were invited for
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Fig. 8. Results of the progressive search in different visual search AP ranges.
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Table 1
Experiment results on user evaluation.
Total number

Total users

Female users

Male users

Yes to Q1
Yes to Q2
Yes to Q3

20
15
19
17

8
5
7
7

12
10
12
11

user evaluation. They were either undergraduates or postgraduates
from Engineering and IT departments. Their ages were from 19 to 39,
since people in this age group are frequent users of online shopping.
They were asked to answer yes or no to the following three questions.
(Q1) Do you agree that the main reason that holds back your shopping
desire while/after watching ad videos is the inconvenience of
searching for the products? (Q2) Do you think the ad links generated
by ActiveAd provide you expected information about the products
promoted in ad videos? (Q3) Do you agree that, through providing ad
links, ActiveAd can increase consumption of advertised products? The
results of user evaluation are shown in Table 1.
From Table 1, we can ﬁnd that most of users think our proposed
ActiveAd can increase consumption of advertised products. Compared to female users, most male users thought the inconvenience
of searching for products was the main reason of restricting their
shopping desire when watching ad videos. Through ActiveAd
provided links, almost all users thought ActiveAd provided them
expected information about the products promoted in ad videos.
The main purpose of ActiveAd is to provide expected product
information to users and make users to consume the product
easily through linking online shopping with ad videos.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a viewer-friendly and
advertiser-beneﬁcial ad solution, i.e. ActiveAd. With the help of
our comprehensive ad video analysis, our ActiveAd links online
shops with ad videos automatically through a cross-media contextual search including visual search, tag aggregation and textual
search. Linking ad videos to shops offers users a complete journey
from noticing a product via an ad video, identifying the details of
product to ﬁnally purchasing the product.
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